5th Grade Secret Trails

Grade 5 Spelling Worksheet

For each clue a grid of letters is presented. Locate the word within the grid and draw a line from square to square to link the letters of the word.

X A C K C
S T C J A
A M S B T
C K Y R E
C O R O G

C H R T E
A M O S Z
Y S T Z Y
T Q I V X
F I E N K

V U A I C
R E A F W
X M L U Q
S U N M H
D S O M Z

A K F I S
C O F Z X
C M P O L
A V N U P
L U D T X

R Q T M C
Z Q C I L
C X B N I
I F G A A
N M P J A

C J L D Z
U M S G R
W B A I R
X H U C E
K P T U O

1. type, class
2. tummy, belly
3. graduate
4. combination, mixture
5. medical center
6. dish
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